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Seven
superhero
holidays
making
the world
a better
place.

Southern Holiday
Holiday makers pull out all the stops
and hit the right notes.

Midlands Holiday
Entertainment and enchantment
abound at a brand new venue.

London Holiday
Flags from all over the world fly over a
dazzling week at the Oratory.

The Newman Trust is a voluntary organisation which provides summer holidays for children with special needs
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Handle
With Care

“One person caring about
another represents life’s
greatest value” Jim Rohn

EDITORIAL: John Mullaney

One of the upsides of the global pandemic
has been that care has come to the fore –
it’s a surprisingly regular fixture in today’s
news. For many, it’s never been in doubt that
carers are society’s lifeblood, but headlines
have refreshingly ensured unanimous
recognition of our dependency on carers ;
be they care home staff looking after our
elderly loved ones, the doctors and nurses
fighting on the front line of the Covid crisis
or even the teachers in whose daily care
we place our children. The challenge of
homeschooling has certainly amplified the
appreciation we already felt towards our
schools and their staff. As one exasperated
mother put it during a viral video on social
media: “ I don’t know which will finish me off
first – Coronavirus, or Distance Learning.”

Acknowledgement of care is swiftly
followed by the question of how we truly
value its worth. Clap and a badge might
suffice for some politicians, but most of
us recognise the need for our carers to be
properly rewarded on a par with any other
indispensable highly skilled professional.
Nurturing and caring for those with special
needs is no exception in requiring significant
finance, and getting the state to truly value
this kind of specialist care is rarely easy. My
friend Matt and his family have had the fight
of their lives to secure local authority funded
provision of desperately needed care for their
son Zac at a residential school specialising in
autism. Their eventual success is very much
the exception to the rule.
Happily, the Newman Holiday Trust has
been able to provide week-long care for
children with special needs every summer

since the early eighties – all at zero cost
to the children’s families. Caring for others
is what we do. This is only possible thanks
to our dedicated team of volunteers who
keep the Trust’s administrative wheels
turning throughout the year, and of course
thanks to our amazing helpers who give
up a week of their time every summer to
volunteer on our holidays as one-to-one
carers. And whilst the time and care we
provide is free to the families we support,
fundraising to finance the holidays is an
ongoing necessity – just have a look at
the back pages of the magazine to see the
herculean efforts undertaken by so many
helpers, donors and supporters.
The unavoidable decision not to run any
Newman Trust holidays for the first time in
nearly forty consecutive years has been a
huge blow.

The cancellations impact most of all on the
children - our VIP holiday makers. As well
as being an opportunity for a rip-roaring
week of fun, friendship and adventure, the
holidays are character-building experiences
for the children and a taste of independence
away from home. ‘ No summer holiday ‘ are
three dispiriting words for anybody, most
of all for children who may not otherwise
receive one.
For their families, our holidays can be a
lifeline - a week’s respite from the roundthe-clock care which some special needs
require. Our weeks away are just as much a
holiday for parents and siblings, providing
much needed rest and quality family time
and the lack of Trust holidays this year will
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have been keenly felt by those desperately
in need of a break.
And for our helpers, there will have been
a large Newman Trust-shaped hole in
our summer. Stalwart helpers who return
year after year, know that Trust holidays
represent the annual cornerstones of
lifelong friendships, forged over many
successive summers. Although the weeks
are hard work, they’re unique, soul-enriching
and belly-laugh-filled experiences for new
and veteran helpers alike, from which we all
return fortified and mentally refreshed.
But never discouraged, our helpers have
risen to the occasion and have been putting
together blues-busting online content,
quizzes, games and videos to entertain
the children who would have been coming
on our holidays this summer. We’ve also
widened our mailing list to incorporate
all the children who attended last year’s
holidays and to include a double-spread of
activities for them on pages 20 and 21. It’s
small compensation for no holiday, but we
want those children and their families to
draw some inspiration and hope from last
year’s memories and to know that the Trust
is still very much part of their lives.
Newman Trust good times will come again,
and when we do run our next holidays we’ll
have a renewed appreciation of being able
to do so. Until then, we hope you enjoy the
following pages packed with photos from
our 2019 holidays. These memories are a
timely reminder of what the Trust does so
well... so let’s take a few moments here to
celebrate the value of care we provide.
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Site & Sound

Josh McLeod & Hannah Wilson pen some
melodic phrases and heighten our senses
as they take us on a marvellous musical tour.

12

Scenes Of A Winter Wonderland
Gemima Martin reveals how an ice
princess magically turns into a penguin
during one wintry disco Wonderland.

North East Holiday
Final Frontier / Joy Ride

12

12

Stepping down as holiday organiser after
two stellar years, Al Bury boldly goes on a
personal journey through a galaxy of good times.
Closer to home, Madeleine Webb takes us on a hairraising spin around her very first holiday.

Southern Holiday

Now That’s What I Call Moosic

16

Hear all of your favourite holiday hits in
one place as Melissa Millson deejays her
way through a wonderful week in song.

A Hive Of Activity
What a buzz.

20
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Here’s your chance to get creative with the
perfect selection of pictures and puzzles.

Mr. Blue Sky

You can literally feel the sun baking your
bones as Will Spencer shares some of his
memories of this year’s non-stop entertainment.

Around The World In Seven Days
Emma Warburton jets off on an
international journey to find fun and
friendship in a world where every child has the
chance to shine.

Midlands Holiday
Dream Team / Jungle VIPs

30

With pants on her head, Emma Paley
shares some of the silliness, selflessness
and sheer hard work that make a great holiday,
whilst Tallulah Taylor takes us on a wild,
whirlwind adventure.

View from the Chair
Love Spreads

34

In uncertain times, Anand Chitnis turns to
our patron for some sure-fire reassurance
and words of wisdom.

Fundraising

A round up of applause

36

Read all about the inspiring ways that
people have been raising money or helping
the Trust in other ways. We need your help now
more than ever so please take a look at how you
can support us.
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Front cover: Kate and Daniela on the 2019 South holiday.
Back cover: Isaac on the South Central 2019 holiday.
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All walks of life. Tom and James take
a leisurely stroll around the the farm park
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Round one. Georgie stands firm with a hula
hoop whilst Nianna scores another pie bullseye.
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Bringing fun to the fore. Ellie, Lizzy, Nadia
Tamzin strike a happy pose together.

H WILS

Josh McLeod & Hannah
Wilson crank the
speakers to maximum
and let the fun, laughter
and joy ring out for
everyone to hear.
Our holiday was alive with the sound of
music: in the hall, in the garden, in the
pool, on the coach, round the campfire
and even at meal times. Our newly
formed house band made up of helpers
and holidaymakers ensured music was a
constant theme.

Two’s company. Amy and Reanne
share a smile for the camera.

On the up and up. Riley gets in the
swing and Al pushes the limits.

In the Hall

In the Garden

The main hall became our main stage. For
a number of years, we’ve been fortunate
to have excellent music sessions run
by helpers James and Hannah. Their
impromptu jam sessions were what
made this year even more special;
drummers, guitarists and keyboard players
accompanied by wonderful vocals and
percussion filled the main hall, and melodies
drifted down the corridors on a daily basis. It
was great to see so many gravitate towards
the room to sing along, dance or just relax
in the soft play enjoying the entertainment.
Seeing Gary find his confidence to play
piano like a pro at every opportunity was an
amazing experience.

In the stunning grounds,
the large teepee was often
filled with laughter, always
with fun and usually with
something interesting. This
year’s Singing Treasure Hunt
epitomised the magic of the
Trust. Armed with only our
singing voices, some hastily drawn
images (“Is that meant to be a moose?”)
and our enthusiasm, we managed to battle
the bleakest of weather and have a jolly
old time singing in the rain. Riley and Josh
proved to be experts at guessing which song
was coming next and Luke and Kyza sprinted
athletically from clue to clue.

A safe pair of hands. Helena and
Destiny smile under blue skies.

QUEEN MARY’S SCHOOL

NORTH WEST HOLIDAY
Queen Mary’s School is in a picturesque
area of North Yorkshire. It is situated near
Topcliffe and is a Christian girls’ boarding
school during the rest of the year.

“…how can a
holiday be complete
without numerous
renditions of the
Tarzan song?”
HOLIDAY STATS

ON

Dates: 12th - 17th August 2019
Numbers: 32 helpers and 22 children
HO’s: Joshua McLeod and Hannah Wilson
Nurse: Kathy Mo and Rob Nestor
Activities: Monk Park Farm, swimming,
dance, cold cooking, Risk-it-for-aBiscuit, craft, sports, music, forest
schools, campfire, Lightwater Valley,
pamper evening, science, yoga, treasure
hunt, messy games, space fancy dress
disco & talent show.
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Site &
Sound

5

Waving. Georgie, Peggy and Niall
splash around in a buoyant mood.

FOMO? No chance of missing out for Pamela
and Sophie once the messy games begin.

In the Pool

On the Coach

At the Table

Singing all the way, we took a trip back to
the historic holiday venue of Ampleforth
and enjoyed a warm welcome from
some old friends at the pool. While most
of us enjoyed “Shark Attack-ing” and
“Breaststroke, sidestroke, fancy diving too”,
Tamzin and Nadia managed to sneak off to
enjoy the delightful cakes and pay a trip to
the much-missed Visitor Centre.

No coach journey is complete without songs
from start to finish. Our friends at Morse
Coaches took us on day trips to Monk
Park Farm and Lightwater Valley and we
belted out favourites such as Princess Pat,
Little Jeep and Bananas Of The World. As
returners to the holiday, Pamela and Peggy
were there to ensure that we didn’t forget
any classic tunes - how can a holiday be
complete without numerous renditions of
the Tarzan song?

Mealtimes were a leisurely affair - many
choosing to remain seated long after
their food was finished; chilling, chatting
and singing of course. No meal would
be complete without Peggy and Hannah
singing the menu to us even before we
reached the hatch. At one memorable
mealtime, singing was used to cheer
someone up. Everyone rallied round
sensitively to start a rendition of the
Bungalow song which quickly helped to
alleviate any homesickness, and we soon
dived back into the action-packed timetable.

The pool is a space where the children often
feel most at home and those who struggle
to mobilise can feel the greatest freedom.
Joe took to the water like a dolphin and
wowed all the helpers with his natural
swimming ability. As someone who uses
a wheelchair for much of the time, Joe
moved helpers to tears; he was so free and
comfortable in the water.
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Around the Campfire
A new addition was an afternoon enjoying
Forest School activities followed by an
evening spent toasting marshmallows and
sharing songs in the great outdoors. Helena,
just back from Camp America, led us in some
traditional campfire songs. She was ably
assisted by Dem and Destiny with a mix of
retro and modern pop songs. The birds in the
trees were calmed, the stormy weather was
hushed and we headed to bed, all sung out.

What a truly wonderful week. So…I…say
thank you for the music... for giving it to us.

Knead the dough. Under chef Luke’s
supervision, Kyza gets hands on in the kitchen.

The cream team. Everyone
melts at the chance of an ice.
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Either ore. Nianna and Hannah shine brightly
with silver makeup and deely bobbers.

House party. The team gleefully
gather for a group shot.
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From the horse’s mouth. Riley makes the
acquaintance of a four legged affiliate.

Close to home. MT and Savannah
share a quiet moment indoors.
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HOLIDAY STATS

Dates: 21st – 27th July 201
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Numbers: 32 helpers and

21 children

HO’s: Katherine Martin and

Barry Ritchie

Nurses: Carrie Wilson and
Barry
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ARTICLE: Gemima Martin

Energetic dance moves and
powerful ballads prompt tears and
cheers in equal measure. Gemima
Martin recounts an icy dream world
where many hearts are melted.

The Scottish Holiday took place at a new venue set in the
beautiful grounds of Strathallan School in Forgandenny. Twentyone young people joined us for a week of fun and adventures, and
what a week it was. Here are just some of the highlights…

A trip to Dundee
Science
Centre was a highlig
ht friendly staff and
exciting
experiments made
for a
great day out. He
re’s Cassie
performing an exam
on an
expectant mum.
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Strathallan School is an ind
ependent
boarding and day school
in Scotland for
boys and girls aged 9–18.
The school has
a 153-acre campus at For
gandenny, a few
miles south of Perth.

THE SCOTTISH HOLIDAY · STRATHALLAN

Our holidaymak
ers brought so
many talents w
ith them and
our annual tale
nt show under
the new name
Strathallan’s Go
t
Talent was no
t to be misse
d.
Highlights include
d Darren’s
martial arts de
monstration,
Liam’s impressi
ons, Brooke’s
emotional balla
ds, Holly’s danc
e
moves, Angus’
s prank show
and Cassie &
Owen’s rocking
rendition of Sch
ool’s Out For
Summer. Ever
y act had us
laughing, crying
and cheering
from start to
finish.
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Ellie with Kirsty and Laur
Back at Strathallan, we
made good use
of the pool when the we
ather wasn’t
on our side - here’s Ellie
relaxing in the
pool with Kirsty and Lau
ren during one
of our three swimming
sessions.

Helpers and children dressed
up for the ice disco.

“After a jam-packed
holiday of fun,
adventures and some
great moments, it was
hard to say goodbye.”
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With lots of fun to be had
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sun, our visits to Camp
er Down
and Blair Drummond Sa
fari Park
were particularly warm,
so enjoying
the shade became a pri
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Owen and
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Jake, Jojo and
Joe took a
boat trip to Ch
imp Island.
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After a jam-packed holiday, it was
hard to say goodbye - looking at
Meghan and Amber together, you can
see why. Needless to say, I’m sure
rning
there’ll be some familiar faces retu
to Strathallan for another year.

THE NORTH EAST HOLIDAY · QUEEN MARY’S
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Final
Frontier
ARTICLE: Al Bury

QUEEN MARY’S SCHOOL

NORTH EAST HOLIDAY
Queen Mary’s School is in a picturesque
area of North Yorkshire. It is situated near
Topcliffe and is a Christian girls’ boarding
school during the rest of the year.

I first became aware of the Trust (cue
flashback…the screen blurs into a series of
wavy lines and then fades to black…) when
a younger me was approached by a younger
Rob Nestor, then the North East Holiday
organiser, asking if I’d like to be a volunteer
on the North East holiday. Whilst I’d done a
bit of work with children with special needs
at that stage, the thought of being sole
carer of a child for a full week seemed a
truly daunting task.

“A chief aim of
any Newman
Trust holiday is to
positively change
the lives of all of
the wonderful and
deserving children
that we take.”

Rob and his co-organiser Dan assured
me of their belief in my capabilities and
they went on to explain about the rigorous
training and the support that each volunteer
would receive. That, along with a little
encouragement from some other friends
who were also signing up, was all it took and
I’ve been hooked ever since.

HOLIDAY STATS
Dates: 18th August – 24th August 2019
Numbers: 34 helpers & 22 children
HO’s: Al Bury & Duncan Wild
Nurses: Olivia Swain, Ellena Higginson
& Liz Summers

At times a welcome
distraction and at others a truly
positive motivation, the Trust has
taken Al Bury on an epic journey.

A breath of fresh air. William and Alfie enjoy
a tranquil moment in the great outdoors.
Lift off. Ryan bubbles over with
fascination at the science table.

I absolutely loved my first week. Whilst each
year and each holiday brings something
new and exciting, myself and many other
volunteers would agree there is some
magic about your first holiday; something

that cements it in the memory as one of
the best. Could it be the constant stream
of exciting activities, the camaraderie and
the sharedsense of being part of something
bigger? The week comes to a close and it
brings mixed feelings - you don’t want the
week to end but equally there’s a sense
of euphoria, made from a cocktail of
feelings: one part exhaustion, one part relief
(three parts, I’d later discover as Holiday
Organiser) and two parts satisfaction of
a job well done. It’s an addictive blend. So
much so, that by the end of that holiday
I’d decided that one day I’d like to be an
organiser myself.
Jump forward to 2019. This year marked
my ninth year with the Trust, my eleventh
holiday in total as well as my second year
as the North East’s Holiday Organiser.
We returned to Queen Mary’s School in
Topcliffe, the venue where it started for
me all those years ago. Whilst some of
the faces and some of the activities may
change over the years, what remains is
constant - the flare for finding fun in the
Flight crew. The intrepid
holidaymakers smile on all levels.

Float of confidence. Rhya and
Hannah opt for some pool time fun.

most unexpected of situations, the sharing
of memories, experiences and friendships
that you really couldn’t find anywhere else
and, of course, the care that is happening
between all members of our improvised
family throughout the week. To put it simply,
and in a nod to the Newman Trust’s slogan,
we were changing lives.
Following the arrival and training of all of
our helpers the day before, Monday morning
marked the arrival of the children as well as
the familiar, organised chaos that ensued.
Farewells and (re)acquaintances took us
into the allocation of rooms. Soon, we got
things underway with our first assembly.
Enter stage right: Duncan Wild. It’s always
a real privilege working with Duncan, not
only in his role as an experienced Holiday
Organiser but also as long-term North East
volunteer famed for his wit and antics.
Before long, Duncan had started a powerful
and emotive rendition of an old favourite
– the Buggalow song. Kids and helpers
alike were entranced and in awe. The day
On point. Georgie and
Macey look nicely focused.

Activities: Alien hunt, science with
Leanne, Duncan’s Sensory Story,
Diggerland, farm, disco, costume
making, Al and Duncan’s Jedi Academy,
alien antics, Risk-it-for-a-Biscuit, Scout
camp, Lightwater Valley, spa night,
swimming, Total Wipeout, movie club,
Queen Mary’s Got Talent and the annual
North East holiday awards.
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continued as it began, with great enthusiasm
and joy that flowed from cold-cooking, lunch
and an alien-themed treasure hunt through
to dinner, the first of two discos, thoughts
(or ‘foughts’ – en homage to my wonderful
predecessor Leanne Hurdle) and finally to bed.
Every morning, Duncan’s magic persisted with
his daily “wake-up-and-shake-up” routine - a
choreographed dance that exercised every part
of our bodies, but especially our funny bones.
He transported us into Sensory Space, reaching
the rough and rocky craters of the Moon, the
soggy surface of Neptune and into the cold
caves of Pluto, using only a few props, our
imagination and our senses.

ARTICLE: Madeleine Webb

Joy
Ride

First time helper Madeleine Webb blasts off into a
world of uncertainty but safely returns to a land of
kindness and care.

The enthusiasm and joy lasted the whole week,
and I have to credit our incredible helpers for
that, through their generous gifts of not just their
time but also their spirit and ingenuity. I really
loved the diversity of the children on the North
East holiday. A diverse holiday is invariably
going to be a complex one, and it requires our
helpers to always be on their toes. This year’s
diversity only served to highlight the calibre
and expertise of our volunteers. My gratitude
to them, and my pride in what we achieved
together are second-to-none.

This was my first year as a helper. I arrived
full of excitement but also completely
unsure of what awaited me. Holiday
organisers Duncan and Al greeted me in
their crazy astronaut costumes, putting me
at ease immediately. I knew we were in for
a fantastic week.
The holiday’s space theme was amazing.
It included alien hunting, a trip to space
through sensory play and alien slimemaking... something for everyone.

Notable highlights for me included all our helperled onsite activities, including a very special
edition of Risk-it-for-a-Biscuit (courtesy of David
Fallon and the mysterious Biscuit Thief ) and of
course our stellar Space Day. This began with
a Jedi Academy (obviously), continued with
Leanne’s interactive ‘magic’ (I mean science)
show and ended with an out of this world
campfire that we shared with some visitors from
the 5th Tynemouth Scout Group. We landed with
an inspired rendition of the Pirate Ship song lead
by Trustee Tom Williams with some excellent
ad-libbing.

Going to a theme park has never been so fast
paced. Emilie, the girl I was paired with for
the week, was practically pulling me round
the park. She was so excited to try every
ride possible, until she found the Pirate Ship,
which we went on seven times. Needless to
say, I was so much more frightened than all

of the kids. Seeing the pure joy on their faces
made the seasickness worth it.
That same joy was felt throughout the week
- splashing about in the pool, dancing at
the disco and singing There Was A Crazy
Moose at least three times a day. There
were quieter moments too, like sitting on
the swings outside or watching the world
go by and learning about Emilie’s favourite
TV characters. It was such a privilege to
support Emilie throughout the week and
to witness her forming friendships and
discovering new activities.
Newman Holiday Trust, thank you for the
best week ever. I am so excited for my next
holiday, and I’m sure that it will be filled with
as much excitement, care, enthusiasm and
kindness as last time.

Gimme shelter. Alisha, Alfie and
Kat nestle safely under the canopy.

A chief aim of any Newman Trust holiday
is to positively change the lives of all of the
wonderful and deserving children that we take.
But that isn’t where it stops. No. The Trust has
changed the lives of every helper who’s ever
been involved - from every first time volunteer
all the way through to each one of our Trustees.
This includes myself, and to serve as organiser
of the North East holiday has been both a dream
and a privilege. The Trust has been there for
me and acted as a distraction and a motivation
during some of the most difficult stages of my
life. I’d like to thank everyone that I’ve worked
with in all of my time with the Trust and I look
forward to working with the great friends that
I’ve made for many years to come. Finally, as I
step down as North East Holiday Organiser, I’d
like to wish every success to my successor.

Joy in motion. Harriet and
Erin share a giggle on the ride.

In full swing. Darcie learns
the ropes pretty quickly.
Outer space. David and Alfie have a
blast with some high-tech head ware.

Down to earth. Rhya finds her way
across the rainbow parachute.
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THE SOUTHERN HOLIDAY · BRANTRIDGE

Making a splash. Isabelle and
Claire stay cool in the pool.

BRANTRIDGE SCHOOL

SOUTHERN HOLIDAY
Brantridge is a day and residential special
school, catering for boys with Social
Emotional and Mental Health difficulties,
Autistic Spectrum (ASC), including those
with Asperger’s Syndrome and those with
a diagnosis of ADHD and associated
learning difficulties.

“Even with the
temptation of ice
cream, it proved
very difficult to
persuade children
and helpers to come
off the go-karts
and trampolines!”

Shelf awareness. Nico and Leanne book
themselves some quality reading time.

Happiness is... Mia and Isabelle
sharing a tender moment together.

Now That’s
What I Call Moosic
ARTICLE: Melissa Millson

Melissa Millson cracks open the
moose juice and dives head first
into a completely nutty singathon.
Here’s our playlist…

This was my fourth holiday, my first
at Brantridge School, and also my
first as part of the Nursing Team.
Every holiday is full of fun and
wackiness, but with a new venue
comes new trips, new routines,
and most importantly... new songs.

HOLIDAY STATS

“Swimming, swimming,
in a swimming pool”
The huge pool slide was a big hit. A number
of helpers were seen repeatedly going up
and down to ‘check its suitability’. A healthy
ratio of two helpers to one child spotted in
the queue might suggest it was popular with
children and adults alike. The kids enjoyed
taking their helpers round and round the lazy
river, splashing them as much as possible.

All smiles. Hannah, Nico and
Leanne beam from ear to ear.

“There was a crazy moose,
Who liked to drink a lot of juice”

Pulling it off. Everyone relishes
the tractor ride down on the farm.

I lost count of the number of moose on the
coach, but not a single moose was spotted at
Washbrooks Family Farm. Luckily, there were
lots of other animals to see, feed and pet including cows, sheep and racing pigs! Even
with the temptation of ice cream, it proved
very difficult to persuade children and helpers
to come off the go-karts and trampolines.

Dates: 27th July - 3rd August 2019
Numbers: 34 helpers and 18 children
HO’s: David Lyon and Cat Salter
Nurses: Carol Walsh and Melissa Millson
Activities: Drusilla’s Park, Legoland,
Bockett’s Farm, swimming, Risk-it-fora-Biscuit, messy games, birds of prey,
fire engine visit, visit from Spiderman,
Andy Hiccup’s magic show, spa, home
cinema, Spidey Senses, bouncy castle
& disco.
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Owl by himself. Jasper goes on a
solo mission to meet a bird of prey.

In full swing. Amelie happily
hangs out at the playground.

Wool worth the effort. Jesse and Dan
feed some tasty treats to the sheep.
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Power to the people. Heroic efforts
can be seen from this super group.

Pleased to see you. Davida
looks all smiles for the camera.
Caped crusaders. Mia and Eleanor protect their
identities whilst protecting the world from harm.

“I’m a nut, I’m a nut,
I’m craaazyy!”
We avoided nuts or other allergens in our
cold cooking. Instead, we stuck to lots of
icing and edible superheroes and, after the
cake decorating, we had an amazing bubble
show followed by a visit from Spiderman in
his Spidermobile. Spidey even stayed for a
game of Duck Duck Goose.

“I’m singing in the rain.
What a glorious feeling,
I’m happy again.”
The forecast of rain for our trip to Drusilla’s
Park didn’t dampen our spirits. We had so
much fun seeing all the animals and going
on all the rides. We also carried out the
Drusilla’s Park challenge to see who could
roar as loud as a lion, and who weighed as
much as a warthog. We’re still waiting on
the results...

Bonus tracks…

Baby Shark,
Auntie Monica
The Banana Song.

To Di World. Reece celebrates with Tom in
Usain Bolt style and superhero lightening speed.
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Messin’ about. Raise a hand if you’ve
been splatted by a custard pie.

Set to bounce. Everyone looks
ready to spring into action.
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Activity
page
Wise owls

Beetle race

Can you fill this wire with lots of wise owls?
What fancy, colourful feathers and beaks do they have?

Grab a dice and a friend and race to the finish!
Why not fill the gaps with your own beetle design
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Beam me up!
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Can you create some out
of this world aliens?

MISS A GO
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Picture perfect
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MISS A GO

Draw a self portrait or a picture
of a family member or friend?
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9

DoYouThinkHeSaurus?
Can you help Rex find his friend Dippy,
who has got lost in a maze?

Commotion in
the ocean!

FriendaSaurus?

Answer
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The route to Dippy!

Can you draw a friend for Rex and Dippy?

Create some fishy friends
in this ocean scene
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Whether it’s getting covered in baked beans,
playing bingo in a thunderstorm or zip wiring at
breakneck speed, Will Spencer shines a bright
light on the best week of his year.

Tickled pink. Everyone smiles
and shines for the group shot.

Back once again

Legoland

Driving into the grounds for our second year
at Chandlings, the excitement of returning
to the holiday bubble is overwhelming. Old
faces and new faces. Last year’s memories
and this year’s still to be made; an incredible
week ahead for everyone.

Another glorious day and another wonderful
trip, where we all had a fantastic time
making the most of the park’s rides and
activities. It was incredible to see so many
children, particularly Paige and Charlie,
overcoming fears and challenging what they
previously thought was impossible.

Cotswold Wildlife Park

Power boating. Emilly and Alana
signal their pleasure on the water.
Wall-to-wall fun. Paige blocks out any
distractions whilst building a tall tower.

Blue skies and sunshine welcomed us on a
fantastic Monday morning at the park where
we saw an array of exotic animals from all
over the world. Highlights included spotting
rhinos, giraffes and lions from the train and
getting mucky in the children’s farmyard
where Isaac tried his best to feed himself to
the goats.

CHANDLINGS, OXFORDSHIRE

SOUTH CENTRAL
HOLIDAY
Chandlings School in Oxford is situated
in 60 acres of stunning grounds which
include lots of great facilities ranging from
an indoor swimming pool to sports halls
and theatres for discos and talent shows,
stables, tennis courts, activity playgrounds
and extensive art rooms… there is even a
golf course.

Youlbury Scout Camp
The children spent an afternoon doing their
best Tarzan impressions at camp, where
Tommy and Richard let gravity take over
on the 3G swing. Charlie D climbed to
new heights on the aerial adventure
course and a very brave Betsy flew on a
zip wire through the Oxfordshire sky.

Shiver me timbers, hearties! Swashbucklers Ashlie, Emilly and Lillie-Mai
contemplate the booty and bounty of a life in the briny deep.

A frayed knot? Rob and Jethro suspend their
disbelief for a hands-free, laid back look.
Full circle. Tristan takes
a good look around.

Britain’s Goat Talent. Isaac impresses
everyone with his feeding skills.

“The children
spent an afternoon
doing their best
Tarzan impressions
at camp!”

HOLIDAY STATS
Dates: 27th Jul – 4th Aug 19
Numbers: 38 helpers and 22 children
HO’s: Leanne Hurdle & Matt Oldroyd
Nurses: Sam Anderton and Milly O’Keefe
Activities: Cotswold Wildlife Park,
Legoland, fire brigade visits, Scout
Camp, G-Swings and High Ropes,
discos, talent show, football, tennis,
face painting and pamper evenings,
arts and crafts, Risk-it-for-a-Biscuit,
messy games.
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ARTICLE: Will Spencer

Mr.
Blue Sky
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Anything hose. Betsy and Emma channel their
energy into soaking anyone who’s fired up.

Days in
Endless fun can be found in the simplest
of forms. A series of activities back at
Chandlings provided non-stop entertainment
for all involved as well as the opportunity to
forge new and exciting friendships.
It was amazing to witness how the
brotherly bonds between Charlie, Jamie
and Peter were reignited during a game
as deceptively simple as Risk-it-for-aBiscuit. Simon, Tristan and William ruled
the waves in the swimming pool for more
than an hour in their trusty vessel. Jamie
did a perfect recital of the Three Little Pigs
during the talent show. And then there was
Sohna’s smile as she poured baked beans
over Troels’ head during messy games - an
image that will stay with me forever.

A sight to behold. William and JJ
truly embrace the holiday spirit.

Chandlings provided a space for the group
to have the best week of their lives. Not even
the rain could stop us as Thor demonstrated
with a wonderfully hosted impromptu round
of bingo during a thunderstorm.

Let’s crack a bottle open. Excitement
soon bubbles over for Charlie and Stewart.

Scorcher! Charlie signals a surefire thumbs up from the cab.

“Tristan and William
ruled the waves in the
swimming pool for
more than an hour in
their trusty vessel.”
Thank you !
The continued success of the holiday would
be impossible if not for the tireless work
of our organisers, Leanne and Matt, who
quite literally hold everything together with
laughter, comfort, and non-stop singing.
The boundless efforts of Troels and Auntie
Helene before, during, and after the week
truly underpin what is the best week of my
year. So thank you to everyone who helped
the Newman Holiday Trust change even
more lives.

Let’s make it snappy. Paige scales the outside
whilst Kaya becomes investigator on the inside.
Slime artists. Parish and Emilly get
properly gunked during messy games.

Bring on another holiday.

Something for ewe. Emilly has a
treat in store for one of the goats.

“…we saw an
array of exotic
animals from all
over the world!”
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THE LONDON HOLIDAY · ORATORY

Around The World
in Seven Days

THE ORATORY

LONDON HOLIDAY

Emma Warburton returns from a week of
exploration where the children take centre stage bashing piñatas, competing in the Mini Olympics
or simply running around Camp Mohawk.

The Oratory School is a boys’ independent
Roman Catholic day and boarding school in
Woodcote, 6 miles north-west of Reading.

With the venue suitably bedecked with
flags from across the world and a multitude
of inflatable globes, the children arrived for
a week of international exploration, new
friendships and lots of fun.

HOLIDAY STATS
Dates: 3rd – 10th August 2019
Numbers: 33 helpers and 19 children
HO’s: Tash Gill and Joe Reeds
Nurses: Cara Doyle and Catriona Gahan
Activities: Risk-it-for-a-Biscuit, bouncy
castle and games, treasure hunt,
Wellington Farm, animal safari, fancy
dress disco, spa, swimming, Oratory’s
Got Talent.

All for one. Simaima, Katie and Harriet find
that fun and friendship go hand in hand.

We kicked off with a treasure hunt; children
and helpers scrambled through the woods
to collect the somewhat lesser-known flags
- meticulously cut out by the helpers the
previous afternoon. Once Mongolia, Zambia
and even Vatican City had been safely stuck
into our passports, we were all set for the
week ahead.

ARTICLE: Emma Warburton

Sunday saw the first outing of the week,
to Wellington Country Park. An amazing
adventure playground and soft play centre
awaited us, where the children whiled
away a few hours before the discovery of
the Splash Zone. With Chloe, Paige, Jake
and several others thoroughly soaked,
helpers who had packed a towel and
change of clothes were feeling rather smug.
Meanwhile those of us who lacked such
foresight left a trail of water behind us, and
we continued on to the miniature railway
and petting zoo.

Playing to the beat. Nick swiftly
moves into prime piñata position.

Paws for thought. Josh poses with his placid pooch.

Short caption. More detailed caption
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Sitting pretty. Tamir takes the
lead beside his furry friend.

Bucket loads of fun. Sharnay takes the plunge
while Asia and Lilyann soak up the action.
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Sheer delight. Josh pets his
favourite animal bar none.

Cheek by owl. George feels rapt
while Jason patiently waits his turn.

After dinner that day, we donned our
sombreros for a Mexican party and
everyone had a go at hitting a piñata - all
thanks to Joe’s careful behind-the-scenes
height adjustments.

Hootiful. Shanee shows a
real talent for talon taming.

On Monday, the Oratory played host to
one of the most important events in the
international sporting calendar, our very
own Mini Olympics. After some fierce
competition, the winners were crowned and
we went to meet the therapy dogs. Sharnay
proved herself particularly talented with
animals, taking every dog for a walk at least
once, while Benedict enjoyed a peaceful
break with a lovely, black labrador. Later
in the week, we had another encounter
with the animal kingdom, when the bird

show came to the venue. Jason, Lilyann,
Shanee and Josh were among those to
make friends with an extremely tiny and
very cute owl. Our final excursion was to
Camp Mohawk where the children enjoyed
everything from the swimming pool and
bouncy castle to the music room and
sensory play centre.
The highlight of the week was provided by
Oratory’s Got Talent. We were treated to
Olivia’s moving call-and-response clicking
performance, Lily’s remarkable display of
linguistic prowess and George’s spectacular
rendition of a scene from the Lion King. The
show provided a suitably magnificent end to
the week, as each child had the opportunity
to shine.

Show of hands. The holiday gets
a massive vote of confidence.

Paw-fect. Benedict enjoys a quiet
moment with his four legged friend.
Wheelcaption.
Short
of fortune.
More
A tractor
detailed
becomes
caption
the main attraction for Simaima.

Hooray!

Hip…

Hip…
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ARTICLE: Emma Paley

ABBERLEY HALL

MIDLANDS HOLIDAY
Abberley Hall School is a coeducational
preparatory day and boarding school with
about 300 pupils. It is located between
Worcester and Tenbury in Worcestershire.

“Giggles and
screeches hum.
Snorts of laughter,
arms up high,
bellies shaking.
The funniest
of times.”
A typical fun time
on our holidays

HOLIDAY STATS
Dates: 24th – 31st August. 2019

Dream
Team

The holidays can be hard work at times but with
a collective spirit, on-tap support and a lot of
silliness Emma Paley discovers just how much can
be achieved in a week.

This is a beautiful moment, when the
excitement of the day unravels effortlessly
into a state of collective joy. Happy
sleepy faces soon turn to eagerness and
anticipation as one child is chosen to light
the candle which sits proudly in the middle
of the room.
Calmly, kindly and clockwise, each individual
plucks up the courage to share their most
special moment of the day. Thankfully, the
vibe has already been created to silence
nerves, so each voice is heard. There is a
round of supportive applause after each
individual shares their words.

Face value. Laura and Tia look
made up as a very colourful couple.

The volunteers

Thoughts
The most enchanting part of the day grows
alongside the setting of the sun. A blanket
of blue full of sparkling stars covers the
sky. Inside, children and adults gather in
the warmth and comfort of the front room.
Once sitting comfortably, the magic begins;
piano keys play, guitar strings strum, and
mouths sing.

Safari so goody. Everyone takes a moment
to pause before the animal adventure begins.

This beautiful moment fills each body
and mind with the memories of the day
just passed. With support from our fellow
friends and a little touch of magic, each
child is now ready for the land of dreams.
“Water heal my body,
Water heal my soul,
When I go down, down to the water
By the water I feel whole.”

Bus rides
Out of the house, down the path, up the
stairs and into the bus. Once everyone is
seated and buckled in tight, the wheels of
the bus begin moving in time. If you think
for a second you are in for a peaceful ride think again !
A loud boom of a voice begins to sing and
no question about it, you will join in. When
required, a thrill of excited voices echo in
return - songs about moose, flowers and
pearls. Giggles and screeches hum. Snorts
of laughter, arms up high, bellies shaking.
The funniest of times.

Volunteering at The Trust is definitely not a walk
in the park. Not an oat flat latte nor a nice warm
bath. This is a week of selflessness; a week
to provide an incredible holiday to amazing
children. To help them grow, to build their
confidence and to make them smile.
As a helper, you might go on roller coasters
which make you feel uneasy or spin on
teacups that turn you queasy. And maybe put
pants on your head before bed. And maybe
dress up like Santa or Shrek. And maybe be
woken up many times in the night by a small
child wanting to play.
And sometimes being a helper is really
difficult. Thankfully, you have a whole team
of incredible volunteers surrounding you who
also look ridiculous.
The helpers at The Trust are simply amazing.
The challenges you face are faced together, and
as a team you are able to provide children with
an amazing holiday - only made possible by the
volunteers. Their enthusiasm, determination
and utter selflessness enable a life-changing
experience for both children and adults.

Animal magic. Naturally, Alfie
proves to be the fairest of them all.

Wonderwall. Some of the helpers
look back on another amazing week.

Numbers: 37 helpers and 22 children
HO’s: Nina Graham & Dan Glass
Nurse: Patsy Noonan
Activities: West Midlands Safari Park,
Drayton Manor Theme Park, talent
show, It’s A Jungle Knockout, cinema
& pub trip, puppet show, BBQ, discos,
swimming, arts & crafts.
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Thumbs up. Ethan and Dan
show a sign of approval.

Carpool karaoke. George, Jake and Dylan
belt out a classic in the back of the car.
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Jungle VIPs

A week in pictures
ARTICLE: Tallulah Taylor

From the white-knuckle
rollercoaster rides to the calming
creations of the arts studio,
Tallulah Taylor paints both ends
of a wonderful holiday spectrum.

This year’s Holiday caused time to catapult
at full speed. With fun the top priority,
we flew from hide-and-seek to singing to
painting to dancing. In between, we found
slow, thoughtful and magical moments.

In the round. Ruksah and Nicola go for a
gravity-defying, stomach-churning, spin.

The exhilaration of being whisked upside
down full speed at the safari park is not for
the faint-hearted. Many watched from the
safety of the ground with an ice-cream or
hotdog. Sometimes curiosity tempts the
most unlikely suspects; like Marley mustering
up the courage to ride one of the scariest
rides, watched admiringly from many below.
Elsewhere, Dylan and George ran around
Dinoworld and watched the monkeys dangle
upside down from their trees.
Sitting comfortably. Tom, Mobeen
and Brent take some time to chill out.
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For many, being at home was the best place
to be - where we could enjoy moments of
playing and quiet appreciation. McKenzie,
Matthew and others explored the gorgeous
grounds, from the 100 ft clock tower to the
treehouse in the woods beyond. In the warm
evenings on the front lawn, a huge globe
was thrown around, whilst others ran under
a billowing parachute into the twilight hours.
The arts and crafts station always reveals
many talented artists using glue, paper,
glitter, paint and stickers to create timeless
masterpieces. Alfie, aka Speedy, showed his
exceptional skills, drawing beautiful sketches
from memory. Creation happened at all hours
of the day - early and late risers alike took to

Bow wave. Talullah and Tia look
back with broad, beaming smiles.

On the crest of a wave. Audience participation
is high with the talent show in full swing.

the studio. There was Chloe’s busy pop-up
nail salon, a glitter tattoo parlour and a lot
of paint on the floor. The three sisters loved
having their faces painted, often giggling at
the helpers’ artistic skills.
During It’s A Jungle Knockout, the
delightful mixture of custard and water
created the perfect concoction to throw
enthusiastically at volunteers’ faces. Water
balloons popped, mud squelched and water
drenched everything and everyone at this
unmissable fiasco.

Fill yer boots. Amy-Freya gleefully prepares
to replenish her supply for the water fight.

and performance artists all take to the stage
- an unforgettable evening at the theatre.
Amy Freya sang Ladbroke Grove, Paige did
an amazing dance routine with Lily-Anne
and Rosa, and Aisha sang ‘ Let it Go ‘ off by
heart with a stunning solo rendition.
We ended the week by making wishes
beneath the enchanted candle-lit tree
and watching fireworks light up the night
sky. We were worn out from the week, yet
completely overjoyed, our minds filled with
adventures, memories and new friends.

Throughout the week the children were
secretly plotting their Talent Show acts. We
had singers, dancers, front-flippers, painters

Some day my prints will come. Leo puts
himself forward for a leading role in panto.

Just tattoo of us. Reece puts the
finishing touches to Katie’s design.
Down to a fine art. Sana and Joseph carefully
illustrate their fine brush strokes at the craft table.
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ARTICLE: Anand Chitnis

Love
Spreads

Forced into taking the difficult decision of
suspending the holidays, Anand Chitnis recalls how
John Henry Newman epitomised the same selfless
spirit shown by the Trust today.
The Newman Trust changes lives - we all
know that. And yet our lives have been
changed in a different way to our motto.
Coronavirus has delivered us a painful
and troubling dilemma - do we carry on as
normal with our close friendships, our hugs
and cuddles, our games and holidays, and
yet risk passing on a potentially deadly
illness? Or do we follow the guidance and
stay in isolation away from those who give
us life, love and happiness?
It was a painful choice for the Trust to
have to suspend our holidays and other
formal activities. We are a group of people
for whom close interaction is at the heart
of what we do. And so it is painful for our
helpers and our children to be separated.
John Henry Newman wrote “You must
make up your mind to the prospect of
sustaining a certain measure of pain and
trouble in your passage through life”. He
had a particularly personal insight into the
impact of severe life threatening illness.
After his full working day in his church, he
would, late in the evening, and often through
the night, go into the slums of Birmingham
and tend to the suffering and dying from the
cholera outbreak of the time. A desperate,
painful and undignified death, perhaps made
somewhat easier knowing someone as
saintly as him was holding their hand. And
given the infectious nature of cholera, this
was at great risk to himself. He didn’t have
the PPE those of us in healthcare have today.
He was truly an example of that selfless
giving we aspire to in his name as a charity.
And so, whilst we must postpone our usual
activities for everyone’s safety, we plan
for even better holidays in future. I am so
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Jasper and Peter on
the 2019 South holiday.

Kaya and Sarah on the 2019 South
Central holiday at Chandlings.

Seeing things

impressed by the sense of community
created by so many of you on social media
- the quizzes, the online activities and
games for the children to take part in. We
help the children, who must find lockdown
very difficult, ease the monotony of their
days in whatever small way we can. Our
patron would have been pleased too; “…let
us take things as we find them: let us not
attempt to distort them into what they are
not...we cannot make facts. All our wishing
cannot change them. We must use them”.

The coronavirus is a reality we cannot
change and wish away. I sense it will blight
our lives for many more months, possibly
years, and so we must be creative and use
our collective innovation to come up with
brilliant ways to give our special children
the time of their lives again. And yet, like
Newman, we will not be cowed by it, we will
face it and find a way around it. Changing
lives is what we do, and we will do so again
very soon I hope. The joy of meeting up
again will be all.

As part of a sea-faring adventure in Egypt,
Bijal relaxes on deck to pore over this year’s
magazine. Russ, on the other hand, can’t
quite believe his eyes at what he’s reading.

Smile! for the camera
If you’ve got a picture of yourself or with
friends reading the Newman Trust magazine
in an unusual location or a quirky way then
we’d love to hear from you. Send your pics
to johnRmullaney@yahoo.com
Happy snapping!
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Supporting the
Newman Trust

“The Newman Holiday Trust is an entirely voluntary
organisation. We have no paid staff and therefore all
money donated goes directly towards providing holidays
for children with disabilities and special needs. The
Trust relies on the public, businesses and volunteer-led
fundraising events to finance the holidays.”

Can you support the Newman Trust at this time?

A run for our money

Fundraising news

Having made the difficult decision to
cancel all of our holidays due to the
Coronavirus outbreak, we are determined
to make sure that next year’s holidays
are the best they can possibly be. We
are still entirely reliant on donations and
fundraising from our supporters to run
our holidays, and with many fundraising
events cancelled or postponed this year,
we may lose income which is
essential to providing children
and families with the holidays
they need and deserve.
That’s why we’re asking our
generous supporters and
volunteers to do everything
they can to spread the word,
to fundraise and to donate
now and over the coming
months. For more information
please contact
fundraising@newmantrust.org
or search for The Newman
Holiday Trust on JustGiving and
Virgin Money Giving to set up a
fundraising page or to make a
donation. Thank you.

than!k
you

The Great North Run is one of world’s most
iconic half marathons. The Newman Trust
team of Olivia Swain, Hannah Owens, Olivia
Phelps, Charlotte Wilton, Parish Minton and
Josh McLeod collectively raised over £4,000
by pounding the streets of Newcastle
city centre and then collecting their welldeserved medals in South Shields.

Lottie Kendall put on her running shoes and
ran two separate events of 5k and 10k. She
quickly raised nearly £340. Will Spencer and
Celine Henriksen ran the Swansea Half
Marathon raising £2,000 , whilst Ben
Middleton ran the 52nd Original Mountain
Marathon. You all deserve our thanks and a
well-earned rest.

There are so many examples of support
which don’t fit the straightforward definition
of donation, sponsorship or funding. We are
extremely grateful to anyone who devotes
their time or their professional expertise
to help the Trust. Many of our suppliers
offer discounts to help us keep our costs
down, whilst others extend their services to
ensure that we get the best possible value
for money. The Trust relies as much on this
type of support as it does on our monetary
backing. We’d like to thank everyone who
has supported us in this way and to make
a special appeal to anyone who can’t give
money but who can give either their time or
their expertise.

If you haven’t done so already, please
sign up now to easyfundraising
(www.easyfundraising.org.uk) and
make the Newman Trust your cause.
Everything about it really is easy. You
simply search for ‘The Newman Trust’ on
the www.easyfundraising.org.uk website
and join up. Then, every time you shop
online with already over 3,000 brands
including Amazon, M&S, John Lewis,
Majestic Wine, Booking.com, Sainsbury,
Tesco, Topshop etc. you effortlessly raise
money for the Newman Trust.
Sign up now.
Fundraising has never been easier…

View Charlotte Wilton’s Money Giving page
at shorturl.at/goLV2

In kind

Fundraising made easy

A special mention to our fabulous and very
patient 2020 London Marathon team. After
raising over £6,000 and intensively training
over months, they’d got themselves mentally
and physically in top condition. The postponed
event, however, has meant that Peter Hill,
Helen Townsend, Gavin Benn, Stewart
Somerville, Jemma Williams, Rob Nestor and
Daniel Hammond need to stay warm in their
tracksuits to run the next marathon whenever
conditions allow. Good luck, guys!

Lottie Kendall

NEWMAN TRUST
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Screens, Screams and Super Sausages
Our thanks to everyone at the Reel Cinema
in Kidderminster. Their generosity and
support ensured that the Midlands holiday
enjoyed a blockbuster of an afternoon with
the full cinematic experience.

Kneading the dough
Master baker Charlotte Wilton held a cake
sale which raised a tasty £72. Thanks to
everyone at NatWest’s London Accelerator
hub who made things go so sweetly.

Finally, the Midlands holiday would like to
thank Ashley Fletcher at Rollover Hotdogs.
Ash continues to do so much to support us
– you are a star. This year, Ash introduced
us to C&P Meats based in Gloucester, who
kindly provided us with a selection of top
quality cuts at no cost. Thanks to Ben and
everyone at C&P Meats for your support
and sustenance.

Talk of the town
Josh McLeod, our stalwart North West
Holiday Organiser, gave a talk to the Kendal
and District Rotary members and they
generously made a £250 donation as a
result. Thanks for those kind words.

Chain reaction

2.6 Challenge
The Newman Trust came out in force by
taking part in the 2.6 Challenge – a fun
and creative way of fundraising in lieu of
the London Marathon. People ran, walked,
danced, hula-hooped, cycled, swam,
cartwheeled, netballed and stretched
themselves doing 26 yoga poses in 26
minutes and 26 seconds to collectively raise
over £2,000. Congratulations to everyone for
their amazing efforts.

Ever-energetic Des Cassidy took part in
three separate cycling events this year - the
Cambridge Spring Dash 100, the 600 miles
of France and the Solden 3k challenge.
Des raised a revolutionary £1,375 and
covered many miles in the process. In other
twowheeled news, Tracey Chitnis took part
in the Prudential Ride London Bike Ride
and Mohan Gharial cycled from London to
Paris raising the wheelie amazing amount of
£1,315. We tip our cycle helmets to you all.

Best in the North West
Year-on-year, we have received incredibly
generous backing from the ALA Trust. Once
again, we could not have organised a lifechanging holiday for children in the North
West without their financial assistance. Our
heartfelt thanks for such steadfast support.

There is something for everyone at Drayton
Manor Theme Park and that includes
the Trust. Once again, Drayton Manor
helped enormously to give the children an
unforgettable day out – we really appreciate
your support.

Jingle bell rock
It’s anything but a silent night
for our yearly ‘Carols & Barrels’
singathons which have now spread
to three parts of the country –
London, Nottingham & Manchester.
Belting out a selection of traditional
carols and festive pop tunes we’ve
raised around £500, £350 and
£1,265 respectively including a
£250 donation from PWC in the
North West. We can only sing
everyone’s praises.

Helping hands
One of our helpers, Fiona Hamilton, had
an amazing week volunteering with The
Newman Holiday Trust and she then
single-handedly raised a whopping £500
to boot.
Glasgow University’s MedicoChirurgical Society made the Newman
Trust their Charity of the Year.

Meanwhile, the jewellery students at
Glasgow’s Kelvin College raised a
sparkling £620 at their jewellery sale.
What diamond geezers!
Kris Worsley captures breathtakingly
beautiful wildlife photographs and he
generously donated all of the profits
from his 2020 calendar to the Newman
Trust. A wonderful act of human nature.

Luke Toulson

Tim Renkow

What a laugh
A huge thank you to the four comedians
(MC Luke Toulson, Tim Renkow, Stephen
Carlin & Chris Reilly) who blew the roof off
at our annual Comedy Night at Dingwalls
in Camden - a special mention to Peter
Vincent for arranging the acts. It was
another rollicking success and our hearty
thanks go out to Rob Nestor, Elle Beange,
Charlotte Wilton, Thom Harvey and
David Fallon who put the whole evening
together. The Comedy Night raised a very
serious £6,200 which was made possible
by everyone who supported the event
and boosted by those people who kindly
donated raffle prizes.

Making a splash
Martyn Simpson swam the Lakeland 50. Meanwhile, Becky Horton, whose grandson came
on one of the holidays, raised an incredible £820 completing the Blenheim Triathlon on 1st
June (750m swim, 19.8km cycle, 5.4km run), and a 2.4 mile swim across Weymouth Bay on
20th July. Unfortunately her final event, an open water swim named ‘The Blue Monster’ was
cancelled due to dangerous sea conditions! Not to be deterred Becky completed a 4km swim
at her local lake on Sunday 1st September. To make it a little more challenging she swam it
without a wet suit, brrrrrrr!

Stephen Carlin

Chris Reilly

View Becky Horton’s Money Giving page at shorturl.at/aknYZ
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Help promote The Newman Trust
Public Facebook page: www.facebook.com/TheNewmanTrust
Our public page, for general Trust news.
Group Facebook page: www.facebook.com/groups/2230370130
Our private page for holiday helpers past and present.
Twitter account: www.twitter.com/TheNewmanTrust
For general Trust news and links to people we like.
Virgin Money Giving page: https://j.mp/NHTVMG
Our Virgin Money Giving page, from which we can link to
YOUR fundraising activity!
Our Instagram page: www.instagram.com/thenewmantrust
For a regular supply of photos from our holidays.
Our YouTube channel: https://bit.ly/NHTyoutube
Videos from various holidays, plus playlists of useful videos
www.newmantrust.org

The Newman Trust can seem like a once-a-year thing,
like Santa Claus, or decent performances by the
England football team. But the holidays only happen
because of feverish activity throughout the year, not
just by the organisers of the holidays, trustees and the
executive committee, but by anyone who is willing to
help - especially with regard to fundraising. For this to
happen effectively, communication is the key.
Please interact, share, repost, retweet, link and generally
spread the word using our main places online.

